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Abstract: The world is facing a new challenge to overcome the pandemic disease of Coronavirus
(COVID-19). An outbreak of COVID-19 to more than 213 countries and territories caused damage
to the economy of every country. The proper vaccine to combat this pandemic disease is not
invented yet. Due to the lockdown situation, there is a shortage of daily used products globally.
To overcome the issue of food shortage and economic survival, the world has to ease the lockdown
rules and become operational with the precautionary measures. COVID-19 has a fast transmission
rate, therefore, while living with COVID-19, breaking the fast transmission chain of COVID-19
is the only vital solution. Furthermore, there is a dire need to disinfect every individual and his
luggage at the entrance of every shopping mall, hospital, public and private institutions, bus stops,
metro stations, and railway stations. Hence, the proposed walk-through gate (WTG) with different
sensors, i.e., infrared thermal camera, UV disinfectant sensor, disinfectant spraying system, touch-less
hand sanitizer, and box having a face mask with a dustbin to discard the previous mask can provide
an effective and efficient relief. The world cannot stop working and cannot survive for more than
3–6 months in a lockdown, hence the proposed idea is to install the disinfectant automated spraying
WTG with a security walk-through gate at every possible entrance to conform living with the
COVID-19 disease such as many other diseases. Breaking the transmission chain is the only solution
to win the battle against COVID-19 until an effective vaccine invention.
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1. Introduction

The world has no proper vaccine to deal permanently with the virus disease and vaccines are
only invented to deal with a bacterial disease. Meanwhile, another virus disease outbreak takes place
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in late December 2019, in Wuhan city of China and is named as a novel coronavirus [1,2]. Wuhan city
is badly affected by this disease and China introduced a lockdown of the whole Wuhan city and
used all its resources to disinfect every public place, i.e., roads, bus stops, railway stations, hospitals,
buildings, food markets, etc. [3–6]. The Chinese government used local and advanced technology,
i.e., a walk behind spraying system and unmanned aerial spraying systems, respectively [7–10].
Meanwhile, citizens of other countries have started to leave China and return back to their home
countries. Moreover, the other countries were not fully prepared to deal with their residents returning
from the COVID-19 epicenter country. There is a lack of appropriate arrangement at the airport in
every country due to the novel nature of this viral disease. The COVID-19 infected people do not show
symptoms in the early days (2–14) and they can easily bypass the airport scanning system, but later on,
those individuals went on to infect others and their relatives. Due to this reason, this viral disease
affects every developed and developing country in the world in a very short duration.

The COVID-19 disease has two major problems: (1) Not showing symptoms in the initial 2 to
14 days, and (2) the virus can stay alive (from 4–5 h to 6–9 days) on its host depending upon its type,
i.e., wood, glass, metal handle door, air, etc. [11–14]. Therefore, this pandemic disease spread as a fast
diffusion reaction and within four months, it trapped the whole world, since December 2019 and top
15 highly affected countries with COVID-19 are shown in Figure 1. It reached more than 213 countries
and territories around the globe [1,15–20]. Furthermore, some scholars [18,21] expected that it can
infect more than 100 million people in the world if the vaccine is not invented in the next 6 to 12 months.
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Figure 1. Total and death cases in the top 15 highly affected countries with COVID-19. Source:
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries; Assessed on: July 03, 2020.

Meanwhile, due to the lockdown situation [22], the world development process is affected
badly and all industrial activities are shut down, which affects every country’s stock market and the
world faces a loss of more than 17 trillion dollars [23,24]. Therefore, it is expected that more than
1 billion people will be affected due to inflation and poverty in the world due to COVID-19.

Keeping in view the above situation, a lockdown is not the suitable solution to deal with this
pandemic situation. In most countries, there is a very strict lockdown but the pandemic situation is
getting worse day-by-day [25–27]. The world cannot afford a lockdown of more than one year and
some countries (developing and underdeveloped) cannot afford more than six months, otherwise people
will start dying due to poverty and shortage of food. Hence, the suicide rate due to hunger and poverty
will be increased in the world [28,29].

The WHO issued guidelines related to the disinfectant spraying systems on 15 May 2020 for
the cleaning of surfaces to remove the pathogens from contaminated surfaces. The WHO stated

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries
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that a direct contact of the recommended disinfectant spray disinfects the surfaces and inactivates
the germicidal properties or mode of action of several disinfections [30]. Moreover, for an effective
application of the disinfectant, its duration and concentration are critical to disinfect the surfaces
effectively. Hence, the application of chemical solutions, i.e., alcohol or chlorine would be applied to
kill the microorganisms [31–33]. The WHO recommended that to disinfect the surfaces, the disinfectant
solution must be prepared according to the suggestions of the manufacturer, i.e., the spraying volume
concentration and moving person contact time. Over or under concentration of the disinfectant
can reduce its effectiveness [8]. Moreover, a high concentration of the disinfectant may increase the
chemical exposure of consumers and can damage the surfaces [34]. Therefore, the optimum and
recommended concentration of the disinfectant is useful to disinfect the things at entrance and exit
locations. Moreover, researchers also developed a wristwatch to disinfect the hand continuously [35].

After the strategy of lockdown failed and the stroke of poverty, countries will have to open the
borders and start trading with each other but the problem of the pandemic disease is still ongoing.
Therefore, to overcome the problems of pandemic disease COVID-19 that include (i) fast spreading
rate (i.e., through touching, sneezing, handshaking, and breathing in infected air, etc.), (ii) not showing
symptoms in the infected person in the initial 2 to 14 days, (iii) the virus can stay alive 6 to 9 days
according to the host surface (i.e., air, wood, metal, and glass), (iv) no proper vaccine is available to cure
the infected person, and (v) protecting the world from entering dire poverty and suicides, there is one
option left to start living in this world with precautionary measures of COVID-19 until the invention of
the proper vaccine.

The proposed precautionary measure is the design of advanced WTG having an automated
spraying system with an additional RGB thermal sensor, touchless hand sanitizer, and mask box. In the
mask box, every single mask will be sealed properly in degradable packing to minimize the chance
of infection.

2. Design of the Proposed Equipment

2.1. Proposed WTG Design

Key parameters of the WTG are (1) dustbin to discard the used/infected mask or tissues, etc.,
(2) touchless hand sanitizer in which the person just proceeds his hand under the sanitizer box and
the sanitizer drop will come out after sensing the person’s hand, (3) in the touchless face-mask box,
every mask is separately sealed in a degradable material and the person puts his hand in front of the
sensor and one mask will come out, (4) the ON/OFF sensor is attached at every shower to turn ON/OFF
the shower when a person comes in front of it or moves away, (5) it indicates the shower to spray
the disinfectant in the mist form, (6) it indicates the UV disinfectant sensor to disinfect the luggage
or metal materials, (7) there is an RGB thermal camera to scan the human body temperature while
entering into the WTG and if the body temperature is higher than the permissible limit, an alarm bell
will start beeping to take the necessary action for the specific person, (8) it indicates that the shower is
OFF because the person is not in contact with the sensor, and (9) the alarm bell will start beeping if the
human body temperature is higher than the permissible limit (36.1 to 37.5 ◦C) and the temperature
range can be set according to the requirement, (10) it indicates the control panel, which controls all
the sensors (ON/OFF), working of showers, regulating the power, and spraying supply in the system.
(11) At this point, an electric motor is attached to provide a pressurized supply of the disinfectant spray
to every shower when it receives the command to turn “ON” the shower for spraying. At point (12),
the spraying tank in which the disinfectant spray is available provides a regular supply to the spraying
showers as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Showing the proposed automated disinfectant spraying walk-through gate.

The alarm (9) can also start beeping when the mask box or hand sanitizer box is empty and there
is a need to change or refill that box again.

When a person moves through the WTG and the disinfectant spray is applied to his body and
clothes, a fine mist of spray will attach to his body as well as on the clothes. Moreover, due to the
disinfectant spray, clothes become smelly. Due to the moist body and clothes, there is a chance that any
virus from the air can attach to his body parts or clothes. To overcome this issue, minimize the chance
of infection, and to vanish off the bad smell from the clothes, a fragranced hot air mechanism (Figure 3)
is also installed on the other side of the gate.
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2.2. Proposed Design of Fragranced Hot Air

The fragranced hot air mechanism includes (1) an air blower for supplying the fragranced hot air,
at point (2), the ON/OFF sensor is attached for the sustainable use of resources and turning ON/OFF the
air blower only when a person is in contact with those sensors. Point (3) shows that the air blower is
OFF because a moving person is not in contact with that sensor, and point (4) indicates the control panel
of the next section of the WTG. At point (5), the location motor is installed to provide pressurized hot
air to the blowers when receiving the command to turn ON the air blower. Furthermore, at point (6),
the air compressor is connected with the system to provide the mixed fragranced hot air to the person
while moving through this WTG.

The fragranced hot air will be administered to every moving person when a person comes in front
of the ON/OFF sensor of the air blower, then the fragranced hot air will dry his body, clothes, and a
pleasant fragrance will come from his dress.

It also depends on the developer to install this modification or just adopt the WTG design up to
the Figure 2 level only.

3. Cost Effectiveness and Applicability

The development of the proposed WTG requires sensors, assembly parts, and accessories that are
commonly available in the local and international markets at very affordable price. Under-developed
countries can buy the required sensors from an online website source (https://www.amazon.com/).
There is no hard and fast rule during the selection of materials to develop the proposed WTG.
The developers can use locally available materials, i.e., plastic, iron roads, iron sheets, and may be any
locally available wood. Therefore, due to the flexibility in the selection of materials, that makes the
WTG cost effective for every developing country.

Moreover, the Pakistan Medical Association (PMA) [36] has advised the government to make
sure that public and private sectors install WTG at the point of entrance and exit. Furthermore,
the administration of Capital Development authority (CDA) and Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT)
have installed more than twenty (20) WTGs at different entrances and exit locations of the capital
city Islamabad, Pakistan to limit the spread of the virus. The CDA official declared that the price for
the tunnel (six meter long) WTG is about $1220 and for the smaller one, the price can be about $610.
Keeping in view the COVID-19 pandemic situation in the world, the WTG disinfectant gate cost is
very nominal and affordable for developing and underdeveloped nations. Moreover, the researcher
also developed a cost effective and easy to build portable ventilator for COVID-19 patients [37].

4. Conclusions

COVID-19 is a fast transmission viral disease and no vaccine is invented yet to combat this
pandemic disease. Most of the countries in the world lockdown their cities or a whole country to
minimize the transmission of COVID-19. Due to the strict lockdown, many other problems take
place, i.e., shortage of food, unemployment, failure of the health care system, the country’s badly
affected economy, and the stock market. If countries continue the lockdown situation, maybe more
people will die due to the poverty than the COVID-19 pandemic disease. Moreover, developed and
under developing countries cannot bare lockdown situations of 6–12 and 3–6 months, respectively.
Therefore, countries have to loosen the lockdown rules and start living with the COVID-19 disease
as we are living with many other diseases with precautionary measures. The idea is to develop the
recommend disinfectant WTG and install it at every entrance (i.e., school, university, shopping mall,
hospitals, playing grounds, etc.) with a security walk-through gate or disinfectant WTG that can be
embedded within the security gate. Such a disinfectant WTG is more necessary than the security walk
through the gate because the virus cannot be detected with any sensor and nothing is invented to check
the clothes and luggage while entering into any organization or institution. If a person is virus-free
(by checking his body temperature or doing the COVID-19 test), it might still be possible that, he/she is

https://www.amazon.com/
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carrying a virus through his clothes and luggage. Therefore, carrying a virus while entering into any
country or sensitive organization (army centers) is a future threat for every country. By installing the
advanced disinfectant WTG at every possible entrance, that can help each country to disinfect the
person’s body, clothes, and luggage frequently and break the chain of the fast-spreading pandemic
disease. The Authors recommend such an advanced type of WTG to break the chain of the COVID-19
pandemic disease.
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